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15 YEARS OF MA PHOTOGRAPHY FINAL SHOWS AT LCC 

Dear MAP13,

Here is a visual thought for you: Imagine a
photograph of your year group on the day you
started your MA Photography with us here at LCC.
People pooled together from a variety of different
countries, backgrounds and professions, all of you
standing there next to each other – arms dangling or
folded, heads facing forward with slightly confused
smiles or caught in the process of first exchanges –
with at the time very little in common other than
what brought you to us: a strong interest in
photography and a promising project proposal. And
now imagine a group photograph of your graduating
cohort today. The proximities and distances more
distinct, the expressions toward the camera possibly
more obvious, reflecting more of the relational
elements, even though – of course! you hear me
saying – any photograph would fail to undo these.

Proxemics analyses the human use of space, i.e.
the space surrounding a person when interacting
with other people, as visualized by Edward T. Hall in
his diagram of personal reaction bubbles ranging
from Intimate Space (within 0.45m) over Personal
Space (1.20m) to Social Space (3.60m) and Public
Space (7.60m).1 Even within the artificial
circumstances of staging a group photograph,
proxemic behaviour must have an impact not only
on how individuals are positioned with each other
but also on how the visual field is framed and how it
is read. Look out for unintentional elements of body
spacing and posture; how close are the shoulders,
the knees touching or not, the body slightly turned to
one side, chin up, hands on laps getting ready to
stand up or not quite yet in place; physical distance
and spatial relationships possibly reflecting degrees
of social distance or closeness. Nicholas Nixon’s
ongoing portrait series The Brown Sisters springs
to mind.2

Surely there’s always a lot going on with many
people in one image. Good group photographs, we
hear, are testimonials of perfect timing, experienced
directing and skilled lighting: everybody should be
visible without shadows overlaying any of the faces,
keeping all individuals at the same distance from the
camera, photographing them with an aperture of 
F8 or higher to increase clarity in a relaxed but
focused atmosphere. 

The same could be said for shepherding a group of
wonderfully disparate individuals through the
process of doing an MA in photography. Everybody
has to be visible and carefully exposed to light in a
constructive but equally challenging environment (if
only one could swap heads, as in Photoshop). The
proxemic experience thus includes the immediate
personal space during interpersonal
communication as well as the more social space of
the seminar, in which evidently many different
proxemic behaviour patterns mix and mingle. But in
the end, in order to position everyone in this MA
picture, one plainly needs to engage in some kind of
military campaigning – which often feels not all too
unlike the activities that must have gone on behind
the scenes of the panoramic group photographs by
Eugene O. Goldbeck in the 1920s, some of which
include more than 20,000 people.3

Yes, MAP13 is indeed the fifteenth final MA
Photography show at LCC, which should be
celebrated! And this is not the only anniversary as it
is the tenth year of the Sproxton Award for
Photography – given in honour of Andrew Sproxton
by his brother David from Aardman Animations. 
We are also very happy to again be able to host the
Photofusion Prize as well as awards by 
Photoworks, Michael MACK/MAPP and Troika
Editions, all honouring different aspects of
photographic practice.

1 Edward T. Hall: The Hidden Dimension. Garden City NY, Doubleday,
1966.
2 Nicholas Nixon: The Brown Sisters; Thirty-three Years. The Museum
of Modern Art, New York, 2007.
3Kitti Bolognesi and Jordi Bernado (eds): Goldbeck. ACTAR,
Barcelona, 1999.

After running the MA from its very beginnings with
its first graduating cohort exhibiting in the fall of
1998, Anne Williams has now decided to
concentrate on her role as Programme Director of
Photography at LCC, and I am sure you all want to
join me in thanking her for making this one of the
very best MAs in Photography, with a great
international standing and many, many successful
alumni around the globe, who are now active in
fields ranging from editing and publishing over
curating to production and postproduction,
undertaking PhDs and becoming academics,
working in art institutions and the creative industries
as well as being respected as inventive
photographers, showing artists and critical writers.
Fortunately Anne will stay involved in teaching and
developing the course in what seems to be one of
the most challenging times for postgraduate
education in this country. Furthermore I would like
to thank our dedicated MA Photography team and
our wonderful technicians for keeping the students’
journey as positive and as calm as possible.

But, most importantly, we want to shower all of 
you new MAP graduates with our very best wishes
and celebratory hoorays!! – well done, and do keep
in touch.

Dr Wiebke Leister
Course Leader MA Photography
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Wirya Satya Adenatya

ECHOES

“A painter paints his pictures on canvas. But
musicians paint their pictures on silence. We
provide the music, and you provide the silence.”
(Leopold Stokowski)

In visual arts, there is always a sensitive yet rich
space between abstraction and representation. 
This area is worth pursuing. Echoes is an exploration
towards music and visual arts, perceptive reality and
presence, and abstraction and representation. The
project is a form of reflection and an appreciation for
the artist’s musical life in London as a foreigner.
Music is not abstract, it is part of reality, but its
presence cannot be seen. Its presence is similar to a
painting’s presence, you can hear music as well as
you can touch paint. Music places a person in a
new perceptive reality. The ‘reality’ might be sensed
differently from one to another.

wirya.satya@gmail.com
www.wiryasatya.com

Alejandro Arango

IN-BETWEEN 

The city is where everything happens as my stepfather used to say. 

Promise of order and shiny newness. At my arrival, however, it was too late.

I am astonished during my journeys, by all the routes that have been traced. 

All full of borders, full of amusements, the modern times that fade away. 

This is the reason why I take pictures, to shape the dreams before they are dead; to
stroke the borders, scan the margins of that which never may have been there.  

Alejovish@gmail.com
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Magali Avezou

EVERYTHING IS BLUE

George?! Can you see?

I am not sure… It slips away. Is it
moving? What is it?

I don’t understand, George.

Is this real? Do you see the same?

Do you know?

magali.s.avezou@gmail.com
www.magaliavezou.com

Marcela Barragán León  

WAITING TO BE SHOT  

When we are asked to pose for a photograph, we turn ourselves into
the image that we would like to come out as a result. The subjects are
told that they are going to be photographed at any moment, so they
wait and hold their pose for the click that will capture their image. The
resulting videos are a reminder that photographic portraits usually only
show a fragment of a second of what a person is like.

marcelabarraganl@gmail.com 
marcelabarragan.tumblr.com
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Once a year and now is a series of photographs that
focuses on the annual event of a birthday,
specifically the homemade birthday cake, an object
repeated within our everyday life. The decoration of
these cakes expresses parts of the mother and
daughter’s personality. The images are a
combination of family photographs that were never
inserted into the ‘family album’, juxtaposed with new
images. By making the missing cakes that were
never photographed and re-living the act of blowing
out the candles, the images acknowledge and
celebrate the care and attention shown by a mother
in this yearly celebration.

r.campbell1987@live.com

Céline Bodin

THE CONFESSIONAL

In ‘The Confessional’, portraits of
young women question the notion
of consciousness and
objectification within the female
body. Representation is a process
conditioned by its creators and
spectators, as well as the result of
a digested inheritance of the
codes of posing. The authenticity
of the self is therefore a quest,
and the photographic space will
re-enact a possible confession.

In between modesty and shame,
the ambiguous will to show what
is right is the projection that veils
one’s body’s reality.

The images expose the moment
of expected disclosure, where one
might find a reading of presence
through the body’s own
disruption.

celinebodin.fr
celinescbodin@gmail.com

Ruth Campbell

ONCE A YEAR AND NOW
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As a woman I have often
struggled with the feeling of losing
one’s own identity through the act
of becoming a mother. I am no
longer an individual in my own
right but referred to as
somebody’s mum. I have become
something else, something
domestic, something other.

This series of images takes
influence from Victorian “hidden
mother” photographs, where the
mothers are rendered invisible
beneath rugs or curtains, only
there to pacify the child for the
duration of the exposure. She is
merely the backdrop. She
becomes, quite literally, a piece of
the furniture. In ‘M/other’ a
blanket is used as a metaphor for
domesticity, it renders the woman
a domestic object. The woman's
individual identity is denied,
suffused with that of the child.

j.chandlerphoto@gmail.com
jodiechandler.co.uk

James Duncan Clark

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

‘Direction of Travel’ documents a landscape still in transition on the
periphery of London’s Olympic Park. Using photographs and found
ephemera from the streets of east London, the body of work questions
the commonly accepted narrative and seeks to distance itself from the
communal endorphins supplied by the transitory Olympic spectacle. It
attempts to grapple with the everyday and the commonplace, and
explores the complex relationship between the landscape and its
inhabitants during a time of radical change.

www.jamesduncanclark.com

Jodie Chandler

M/OTHER (KATE)
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Tanya Clarke

A POINT OF BALANCE

Rick Cordell

FIELD NOTES

The blooming of a flower, for
many, represents the culmination
of the growing process: nature at
its zenith. The afterworld of decay
and change is often ignored – at
best, tolerated – as a necessary
penalty, balancing the preceding
beauty. Within this micro-universe
lies a rich vein of visual imagery
and an important aspect of the life
narrative. The breaking down and
changing state of organic matter
is a vital process that nurtures and
sustains the next life cycle. These
images investigate the echo of
that original bloom, documenting
the visual aspects of this process
of change.

www.rickcordell.co.uk
rickcordell@blueyonder.co.uk

When I was 8 years old I broke my arm. I was showing my friend how I could climb up
the side of a doorframe and swing from the top. As I got to the top of the frame, my hand
slipped and I dropped to the floor. Sitting awkwardly on my arm as I fell, one of the bones
in my wrist cracked.

Many years later, inspired by the achievements of three women – a gymnast, a
cosmonaut and a mountaineer – I perform three more balancing acts, carefully, in
amongst the household paraphernalia of family life against a background of found
images, TV footage and radio commentary. 

www.flicker.co.uk 
www.tanyaclarke.com
tanya@flicker.co.uk
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Correspondences
Nature's a fane where down each
corridor of living pillars, darkling
whispers roll, - a symbol-forest
every pilgrim soul must pierce,
'neath gazing eyes it knew before.
like echoes long that from afar
rebound, merged till one deep low
shadowy note is born, vast as the
night or as the fires of morn,
sound calls to fragrance, colour
calls to sound. […] (Charles
Baudelaire)

I use walking as a way of finding
my gaze, and imagery to sustain
my gaze. Sometimes a gaze can
wrap up things, soaking them
with grace and melancholy.
Everything can appear
provisional. The texture of the
world can evaporate, leaving only
the trace of someone passing
through. Every passer-by seems
aware of his unique and regal
encounter with destiny, and a
battle can be seen as a dance.
Existence escapes meaning, but
at least leaves us some poetry and
a reason to smile.  

nicadada@gmail.com

Carla Cuomo

ELLIPSIS (FALLING SHORT)

My first visual initiation has been with a poster of a rough sea in a nowhere
place hanging in my room as a child. I used to spend good amount of time
staring at it silently without understanding why I felt so strangely attracted
by its unsettling yet restful dimension.

I never knew what happened to that image once I got older, but the
empathetic and introspective eye is still operating in me, in the way I
engage with reality, in the way I question myself about existence, in the
way I look for the visible beyond the invisible.

In relation to my work, this research took two main routes: on one side the
personal struggle for expressing the fragility of the mind, the physical
condition of absence and the uneasiness of dealing with emotions; on the
other side the attempt to deal with formal art-immanent questions
concerning the picture, the material and the installation. Ultimately my
work can be read as an extended and oblique self-portrait, where images
and objects are combined to deliver an unexpected perception of the self.

www.carlacuomo.com
carlacuomo@gmail.com

Barbara Cucinotta

IL CANCELLO DELLA FORESTA (THE GATE OF THE WOODS)
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Maria Gafarova

ANDREAS I

This project explores the
photographic image in
relation to gender and
resemblance. The boy
mimics a lineage of
forms and gestures. His
body yields to and
bends under objects -
sometimes a ball, or a
hand. A play between
personhood and
objecthood takes place.  

www.mariagafarova.com
m.gafarova@gmail.com

Luciana Giobellina

WHO KEEPS THE DOG?

In contemporary society, the relationship between
objects and human beings is constantly evolving
and quickly changing. In this sense, people develop
new ways to interact and understand spaces,
objects and other people in their surroundings. 

As the starting point, the artist examines an
inscription written in a second hand book in order to
disclose aspects related to absence, presence, loss,
time and memory. 

By mixing factual and fictional resources, ‘Who
keeps the dog?’ creates an intimate world, by putting
together fragments of personal stories published on
the internet.

www.lugiobellina.com.ar
hihowareyou@lugiobellina.com.ar
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The individual members of a string quartet are recorded in rehearsal
spaces playing the separate parts of one piece of music.

The music played, titled ‘Langsamer Satz’ (meaning literally “slow
movement”) was written in 1905 by the composer Anton Webern
(1883 – 1945). His music, inspired by the natural world, crossed from
Romanticism to Modernism at this point in time, and this score lay
undiscovered, and was first performed in 1962. He was a major
influence on the work of John Cage.

The idea of the space of the music is used as the framework to
approach the still image as part of a fluid, moment. This work suggests
a fragment of time extracted from the music score.

olwenholland@gmail.com

Christopher Hench

THE DARKEST SIDE

Darkness [dahrk-nis]: 
1. absence or deficiency of light 
2. wickedness or evil
3. obscurity; concealment
4. lack of knowledge or
enlightenment

How we imagine objects in
darkness in the mind may
misrepresent the truth. This series
of images explore nature as still
life through the twilight hours
while working thorough mental
symbolism in nature mythology.
In each image, a night-time
photograph is overlaid with a
photograph of the exact same
location as per global position
coordinates in the day light hours,
thus cresting the visually
unsettling image, pairing with the
mentally unsettling question, “Are
things revealed in lightness the
same through darkness?”

www.christopherhench.com

Olwen Holland

LANGSAMER SATZ
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María Alejandra Huicho

SHADOWS FIGHTING IN THE DANCEHALL

Focusing on small physical gestures, these photographs intend to
emphasize the emotion that radicalises reality, even if only
momentarily. The dancers’ angst, desires and obliviousness play out
against a backdrop of their erased daytime lives. I found these dancers
in the place that they had disappeared into, removed from their
surroundings and performing their chosen reality. To me, they
represent every person, every background, age and trade, and in their
dance, their guard is low and quietly introspective.

www.malejandrahuicho.com

Georgina Jordan

SOMETHING AND NOTHING

'Something and Nothing' is a collection of
photographic images of well-known buildings and
landmarks shot with prolonged exposure and
vertical hand held camera movement. A minimalist
and abstract series, these images are a study in
time, representation, perception and the very
process of seeing, offering a commentary on the
borders of contemporary visual culture.

www.georginajordan.co.uk
georginajordan3@gmail.com
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Eva Kornblum

REMINISCENCES

Hyungwook Lee

THE ARRIVAL

‘The Arrival’ aims to explore the relationship between non-places and people in a specific group. This series
of photographs represents subtle feelings and figures when arriving at the airport on a flight from their
country and entering the country for the first time.

Non-places are places that lack a sense of identity, history and relationships, unlike traditional places. Also,
a sense of solitude is one of the noticeable characteristics of ‘non-places’.

My intention has been to consider the similarity between non-places and the people in these places.

leehyungwook@gmail.com

The series of family figures are presented as
archetypes of a memories scheme. Hence it is
historical and nostalgic as well as haptic and
sensual. The blurred aspect of the photographs
resonates with the fuzziness of every remembrance
and its inherent fragility. The images grasp a sight of
the infinity of the past through remembrance; they
also give a distanced point of view on the loss and
the time passing by.  

evakornblum@hotmail.com
evakornblum.portfoliobox.fr 
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Jetsada Leelanuwatkul

WHISPER FROM THE GARDEN

Wang Lin

LAVENDER MARRIAGE

Generation after generation, Chinese people
perceive the notion of a ‘family’ as the most
important social unity and its essential purpose is to
reproduce offspring to carry on the family name. As
a gay man, one may perform a lavender marriage
and marry a woman to deceive others about his
sexuality; as well as for the sake of procreating heirs.
This project presents the artist’s journey as a gay
man seeking a suitable wife. By interviewing women
with different culture backgrounds and occupations,
the artist investigates the notion of a ‘lavender
marriage’. As the artist and his potential ‘wife’ sit in
front of a traditional Chinese wedding setup, the red
backdrop incongruously symbolizes the blessing
and happiness of this unity.

www.linwangphoto.com
linwangbanana@gmail.com

A public green space is
everyone’s natural private garden,
depending on different uses and
purposes. I, personally, use a
genre of impressionist landscape
photography to transform public
green spaces into my natural
private garden, as a place to hide
away from the complexity of
modern urban life.

My garden represents an idyllic
space for relaxation and
contemplation. ‘Whisper from the
Garden’ explores the
spontaneous relationship
between self and nature in a
moment.

jetsadaleelanuwatkul@gmail.com
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Yinni Ma

ADDRESS UNKNOWN

Facing this disordered, open and
potential urban aggregation, I
focus on the relationship between
people and their surroundings.
How people present themselves
in public area, what they want to
show, and how they connect with
common places.

I use parts of the human body as
well as specific living
environments to rebuild an
unlimited urban text, which could
bring more cinematic, awkward
spaces to explore and imagine
instead of the inherent,
monotonous urban sight.
Through photographing the
surface of real life, I want to reveal
a personal hidden city.

It is about an anonymous journey,
a psychological theatre.

m-y-n.tumblr.com
mayinni2003@aliyun.com  
81310867@qq.com

Siân Macfarlane

WE WILL MEET SOONER THAN TWO MOUNTAINS

A series of annotated photographs from 1946 charting a trip across 
North Wales.

An archive of letters between a Victorian artist, Lily Whaite, and her
father, and boxes of ephemera, gallery listings, pamphlets, dried
flowers.

A re-encounter with a place I had never been to, but experienced
through the photographs, a feeling of familiarity.

The work explores a place where people and their experiences exist as
latency, and a search to reveal them.

Through mirroring and doubling, the events of their lives are revealed
to be both unique and shared, playing out simultaneously, place acting
as a palimpsest.  

Activating a feeling of presence and absence, the intention is to reveal
that place is transformative, and in a state of flux. Characters exist as
their experiences outside of time, and experiences exist as ghosts.

sianmacfarlane@gmail.com
www.sianmacfarlane.com
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Elina Moriya

THE GHOST THAT WASN’T

Alice Myers

NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE UNDER THE SUN

Calais is the French port closest to the United Kingdom. It is not known how many people attempt to cross the border here
without documents.

I travel easily and often across this border, getting to know those who hide in trucks, those who smuggle them across, those
who are homeless, claiming asylum in France and those with no legal status and no plans to leave.

By negotiating the terms on which I take photographs, and incorporating diverse materials such as drawings, writing and
sound recordings, I shape a complex representation of people who are legally invisible.

The disparate imagery and fragmented, partial narratives of this slideshow evoke the parallel existence to which people
without papers are consigned. Here the presence of the human body itself is disallowed. Here is repetitive, futile effort,
occasional farcical comedy and the impossibility of rest. 

More information on Calais: calaismigrantsolidarity.wordpress.com
Many thanks to IdeasTap for their support.

www.alicemyers.net

Fascinated by Finnish and Japanese folklore ghost
stories, I set out on a journey to investigate what
ghosts represent and the values they echo in both
cultures. Questioning how values and beliefs are
rooted within history and how they are passed on
from one generation to the next, I searched for
cultural cues that are visible but silent, intangible 
yet tactile.

In the film, predominant narratives from ghost films
are deconstructed and reframed to form new
narratives.

On two screens events are simultaneously occurring
across multitude of locations in mixtures of visual
grammars, symbols, aesthetics and styles, operating
in multidimensional, subconscious paradigms and
conceptual frameworks. However, none of the
resulting elements can be placed into fixed locations
nor can be attributed a verifiable source. This
challenges what is recognised as an acknowledged
visual grammar, with its related aesthetics and an
appropriate paradigm, and ultimately all answers
remain as floating as the images.

www.emoriya.com 
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Mike Pevsner
WORKING FROM HOME

‘Working from Home' examines the creation of offices within the home.

The former separation of home and office was punctured in the first instance by the
insertion of reminders of the home into the office space.

Now hot-desking is clearing the office space of these mementos while desks, computers,
offices files and work telephones are appearing in our domestic worlds.

The people pictured worked within the same team, myself included, spending hours
working closely together over many years but rarely visiting each other’s homes.

A typological study of their home offices opens up these new spaces to us while
permitting me a farewell visit after I left the team.    

www.mikepevsner.com
mike.pevsner@gmail.com

Elena Raschi

THE PERFORMER

This project focuses on the
performative aspects of the
photographer working in the
studio environment. Observing
some photographers at work, my
attention was drawn to their
movements and to how they
relate to the set itself, with its
space and its objects. I found
myself thinking about similarities
between the photographer and
the performer, and between the
studio and a theatre stage,
visually recalled in my pictures by
the red elements.  

elena.raschi@gmail.com
www.elenaraschi.com
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Daniel Regan

INSULA

‘Insula’ embodies a continuous cycle of recovery
where chaos reigns supreme. Documenting the
mind and body under duress and their struggle to
achieve equilibrium, this personal work highlights
the enduring search for light amongst the darkness.

Through a triptych and book of sensitive and
emotional images the artist provides a glimpse at a
life of anguish entwined in hope, often prompting
the viewer to reflect on times of their own emotional
difficulties.

www.danielregan.com
mail@danielregan.com

Michael Rodgers

ACTUAL IMAGINARIES

The on-going series ‘Actual Imaginaries’ explores urban space and photographic space as parallel sites of the imagination.
Michael's approach combines etching and colouring techniques with photography in a creative dialogue that extends beyond
the surface of the print and into the image. Such careful applications aim to activate the photograph and render forms that
are as 'real' as the scene depicted. In correspondence, the process opens up relationships between people, objects and
architecture as spaces for engagement and imaginative projection. Through an emphasis on the imagination, works in the
series offer the viewer opportunities to consider worlds of possibility within his or her surroundings. As photography and the
urban increasingly embody our image of society, ‘Actual Imaginaries’ is a reminder that neither the city's fabric nor the
photograph are fixed, and that it is vital to grasp the potential of both spaces present before us.

www.lostlights.org
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Won Ki Seo

별 (BYUL) : STAR

Reality is already and always subjectively tinged.

The night sky I gazed upon one day was not the
usual one. On that occasion, the dots of stars
formed other lines and figures that were shaped
continuously by my thoughts and feelings. Infinite
possibilities inhere in our world, but often pass
unnoticed or unactualized. Everything depends on
the way we look.

A Korean word ‘별’ means ‘a star’ and is
pronounced as ‘byul’.  

acewonki@gmail.com
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Ian Rudgewick-Brown

POINT OF INFLUX

This film takes us on a journey to a period when our perception of proximity and time changed forever. 

The invention of the telegraph saw the rapid spread of submarine cables trailing the ocean floors around the world, many of
which funnelled into the small unassuming cove of Porthcurno in Cornwall. This gave birth to the era of the Victorian Internet,
creating for the first time a neighbourhood of the world. Using historical research as a point of departure, this project aims to
collapse time and space into a single cinematic sequence punctuated by sensory dislocations. Recorded on HD video we
transverse backwards and forwards between Hi-Fi and Low-Fi through various modes of representation. 

ian@rudgewick.co.uk  
www.rudgewick-brown.com
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Marcello Simeone

A GRADUAL APPROXIMATION TO THE SUN

Sayako Sugawara

STANLEY AND CLAIRE

‘Stanley and Claire’ is a three way
conversation between two
adolescents and the camera.

Inviting the viewer to take part, the
triangle reveals the liminal state of
the twelve years olds and recalls
intimate memories. 

www.sayakosugawara.com
saya_sr@yahoo.com

‘Since authentic life is impossible without significant actions, literary
forms that focus on actions are the best media for presenting authentic
life’. 
(Jacob Golomb)

Staging the paradoxical struggle of the individual to adapt to objective
reality, in my actions I focus on the inner pathos of the subject caught
up in the process of be-coming, on what Kierkegaard calls ‘subjective
inwardness’. The work is rooted in ontology and is a personal take on
philosophies of ‘authenticity’ and particularly the existentialist idea of
freedom as the ‘overcoming of the self’. 

The subtle but incessant movement of self-transcendence and self
creation is captured by the camera in a language that explores a
border territory between slapstick and conceptual drama. 

marcellosimeone.com
marcello.simeone@gmail.com
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Matilda Svensson

WHEN I WAKE UP

‘When I Wake’ Up explores how to visualize personal
experiences and emotions. In this series, I am using
my own life to document my feelings during a
specific time period. This work examines the
borders between the inside and the outside, the
subjective and the objective, by documenting an
inner state of mind with a medium that seems to
record only the surface of things.

www.photographer.matildasvensson.se
info@matildasvensson.se

Ammar Syed

OBSERVATIONAL PARADOX

The series of work investigates the banal object and its perception in the gallery space. In this instance, the artist’s focus is on
the ‘CCTV camera’ mounted on a column. The works seek to unpack different narratives of the everyday object, by
defamiliarization and through placement in a different context. As a Muslim living in London the artist feels that Muslims in
general have become extremely paranoid and somewhat conspiracy theorists, constantly feeling being observed or under
surveillance. With the aid of Islamic patterns, and referencing Persian miniature paintings from the Mughal era, the artist
seeks to create a new visual narrative for the viewership of the gallery audience. 

www.ammarsyed.com
creative@ammarsyed.com
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Donna Toroni

YESTERDAY’S GIRL

Patty Yung-Chen Tseng

ALLEGORY OF THE FRAME

As the still life genre often constrains one to simply
“read” the objects in the artworks as icons, this
series investigates the transitory nature of
iconography. The minute subject of the fragmented
and scattered egg piece needs to be searched and
pieced together as a whole by the viewer, yet the
meaning of the egg can never be fully grasped. An
egg serves as emblems for different religions,
multiple abstract concepts and various emotions;
thus, ultimately its abstract significances become
contradicting and abstruse. As a result, the viewer is
manipulated and unable to comprehend the
nuances of the artwork in order to understand its
multiple and evolving values. By deconstructing and
refuting the “egg” as an icon, the delicate
relationships between reality and art, perception
and representation, object and allegory are
disclosed. 

www.pattytsengphoto.com
pattytsengphoto@gmail.com

‘Yesterday’s Girl’ juxtaposes
traditional photographic
representations of young girls with
appropriated online images taken
by the girls using smartphones
and broadcast across the Internet
in a virtual popularity contest.

Young girls today are the most
photographed generation of all
time, this body of work questions
what more art photography can
attribute to the documentation of
young girls in the face of online
image saturation.

www.donnatoroni.com
info@donnatoroni.com
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Zody Tseng

ANONYMOUS

http://zodytseng.tumblr.com/
zodytseng@gmail.com

Alkistis Ven

THE SELF

‘The Self’ is a collection of works based on real life
events from both the past and present where the
artist recreates the biography of her life. 

The mind and the body of a fragmented identity are
documented by revisiting post-traumatic events in
order to find equilibrium. 

Capturing the human need of manifesting a
memory into a permanent photographic experience
is an integral part of the process. 

Her work combines painting and photography to
form an object-like presence, creating original
photographs. The photographic series are different
interpretations of a divided existence, all embracing
change.

www.pixieworn.com
theunknowncreative@gmail.com
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A photographic and performative experience to
explore and capture the tension in the act of
undressing. 

A search for the true self. Every piece of clothing
representing a superimposed mask.

Nudity as the act of becoming exposed. Where a
subtle gesture may represent a dialectic relation
between vulnerability and power.

Who are we, when naked?

Powerful protagonists, but also human and
susceptible, as Achilles?

www.sarawellenkamp.com
sarawellen@gmail.com

Nick Wiltshire

IN MEMORY OF CHAOS

Nick Wiltshire’s large, black and white, abstract images depict views of London streets and the daily
commute. They challenge the perception of the commonplace, everyday locations that are travelled
through time and time again and are only thoroughfares and cannot be anything else. It is only when life
circumstances change drastically (in the case of the artist, the effects of his partner being severely injured
in the London Bombings) that the perception of these commonplace locations become abnormal,
emotionally complex, feral.

info@nickwiltshire.co.uk

Sara Wellenkamp

ACHILLES’ HEEL 
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Shankun Wu

BIG MOUNTAIN

Ge Zhang

TOXOPLASMOSIS: CASE STUDY #1

Toxoplasmosis: a parasitic disease primarily affecting cats. Can be passed on to other warm-blooded animals including
humans. Latest research indicates toxoplasmosis may affect the brains of infected animals, making mice lose their fear of
cats and humans develop a symbiotic relationship with them.

g.zhang0830@gmail.com
www.gezhang.co.uk

‘Big Mountain’ presents a world by the
understanding of what the world is to the
photographer. As technology develops so rapidly,
the world is totally changed, more than we could
ever expect. What is virtual now is more complicated
and difficult to understand, it conveys a sense of
illusion and makes us rely on it more and believe it
as truth. Therefore, it should not be referred to as
‘virtual’ because that is what has become real. Even
the way we identify reality should be changed. Big
Mountain is like a self-portrait, not just because two
of the Chinese characters that spell 'Shankun' mean
‘mountain’, but also because the photographer's
feeling of living in the digital era is conflicted with a
love of nature, for him a symbol of eternity.

thomchick@163.com
thomaswushankun.tumblr.com
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Linfei Zhang

WHO AM I

Linfei Zhang’s work explores the connection
between public and private, fiction and reality, and
the relationship between her own and international
society. As an overseas student, she expresses her
personal emotion by dress crossing. Turning the
camera on herself  she transformed into a British
man, Muslim, young student and so on. The work
refers to the multi-culture shock observable in
London. 

linfeizhang-linda.tumblr.com
zhanglinfeilinda@gmail.com

Lijie Zhang

EMBEDDED

Through sequences of fragmental scenes,
Embedded explores the diversity of Chinese
collective memory from a personal perspective.
Either narrative or random, conscious or
unconscious, those images seem potentially
connected, coincidentally, which is the way memory
works itself.

Employing various mediums, from documentary
photography, collage, poster to staged imagery,
Embedded aims to introspect the human kind,
especially in the Chinese identity, and symbolize the
dilemmas within the context of cultural and political
history of China.

vincentsop@hotmail.com
www.zhanglijie.com
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